
LegionellaDossier is the market leader in Legionella control 
software in the Netherlands and has just ‘landed’ in the UK! 
The company was founded in 2016 and has been growing 
rapidly in The Netherlands ever since. At least 75% of Dutch 
LCA Members are partners.

LD-INSPECTION
RISK ASSESSMENT SOFTWARE
We created a tool to make it quicker and easier to conduct risk assessments. In fact, its offline app makes the process 
up to 50% faster and even allows your consultants to complete and generate their L8- and HSG274-compliant risk 
assessments on site.

LD-Inspection also eliminates the need for time-consuming paperwork back at the office, freeing up consultants to use 
their time more efficiently and streamlining your company’s operations considerably. LD-Inspection then interfaces with 
LD-Control to generate all your Legionella control measures with just a tap of your screen.

LEGIONELLA CONTROL SOFTWARE LD-CONTROL
Legionella prevention & control is a complex field, involving labour-intensive procedures, time-

consuming paperwork and repetitive tasks, such as flushing lines and taking temperature readings. 

That’s why we developed LD-Control – an all-in-one digital logbook for all your buildings to help you 

and your clients monitor buildings, documents, tasks while remaining fully L8 and HSG274 compliant. 

 

Our offline app eliminates the hassle of hard copy logbooks for evermore. It also provides clear, 

concise instructions for performing tasks and works in conjunction with a Bluetooth thermometer to 

ensure you take correct and accurate readings. What’s more, it even checks off tasks automatically 

in your digital logbook as you complete them, giving duty holders real-time insights and clear, 

actionable management data. In short, LD Control gives you full control of your Legionella prevention 

duties.

SMART SENSOR SOLUTIONS
CLIP’R 

Clip’R is a wireless IoT monitoring solution that 

eliminates the need to perform tasks manually. 

Instead, it automatically performs and records 

them to your digital logbook for you.

ONE-STOP SHOP 
FOR LCA MEMBERS

LegionellaDossier works exclusively with LCA-certified 

organisations so that duty holders are assured the highest 

possible service levels. Drop us a line today or book a free 

online demo to find out more about becoming a partner or 

using LegionellaDossier’s software.

LEGIONELLADOSSIER  
ENTERS THE UK MARKET WITH 
REVOLUTIONARY LEGIONELLA 
CONTROL SOFTWARE

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION AT 

‘OUR SOFTWARE GIVES 75% OF DUTCH LCA MEMBERS A COMPETITIVE EDGE.’

WWW.LEGIONELLADOSSIER.COM/WMS


